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[DB-1015] row counts are being lost intermittently after restarts Created: 22/Sep/16  Updated: 19/Apr/17

Status: Reopened

Project: TokuDB

Component/s: None

Affects Version/s: Percona-Server-5.6.31-77.0

Fix Version/s: None

Type: Bug Priority: Minor

Reporter: Phil Sweeney Assignee: George O. Lorch III

Resolution: Unresolved Votes: 0

Labels: None

Remaining Estimate: Not Specified

Time Spent: Not Specified

Original Estimate: Not Specified

Environment: MariaDB 10.1.17 (also affected 16 I believe, which had previous TokuDB version)

 Description  

Since I got the TokuDB version with the background analyze code, I have enabled it and performed the necessary steps to force a row recount on
existing TokuDB tables.

This has worked fine, however on a half dozen occasions across multiple replicas I have had tables lose row counts on restarts (usually when I'm
patching, rebooting, upgrading, etc)

So I know this because I end up with log entries like this straight after the restart:

2016-09-22 19:19:43 140259201485568 [Note] TokuDB: Auto scheduling background analysis for <table name>, delta_activity 1 is greater than 30
percent of 0 rows. - succeeded.

And of course this appears a lot because every row update triggers the rule.

I then force another recount of this table, and it goes back to normal.

Not sure what other info can help.. let me know.

 Comments  

Comment by Phil Sweeney [ 22/Sep/16 ]

apologies if this is fixed in Percona Server 5.6.32-78.0 .. it will be a while before I get that in MariaDB to confirm.

Comment by George O. Lorch III [ 22/Sep/16 ]

No problem Phil, I will close this for now but please come back and re-open if you continue to have problems and we can figure out how to troubleshoot
it.

Comment by Phil Sweeney [ 17/Mar/17 ]

George O. Lorch III I don't seem to have access required to reopen this ticket (can you do the honours).

Since originally raising this ticket I have still seen the issue occasionally. I have just seen it on a slave running MariaDB 10.1.22 (TokuDB 5.6.35-80.0).
When I upgraded to this version I forced a full recount on all TokuDB tables (as I was aware of row count fixes in this release).

Log example.. showing normal background analysis just prior to restart, then afterwards two tables have 0 row counts (though my_second_table first
shows up with 1 row.. even though it has over 100,000 rows)

2017-03-17  3:15:26 139745834175232 [Note] TokuDB: Auto scheduling background analysis for ./log/my_table, delta_activity 659 is 
greater than 30 percent of 2199 rows. - succeeded. 
2017-03-17  3:15:28 139745834175232 [Note] Slave SQL thread exiting, replication stopped in log 'log-bin.000268' at position 
42885063; GTID position '0-110-1245357180' 
2017-03-17  4:10:04 139745834175232 [Note] /usr/local/mysql/bin/mysqld: Normal shutdown 

2017-03-17  4:10:04 139745834175232 [Note] Event Scheduler: Purging the queue. 0 events 
2017-03-17  4:10:04 139745834478336 [Note] Slave I/O thread exiting, read up to log 'log-bin.000279', position 1538403; GTID 
position 0-110-1247189999 
2017-03-17  4:10:07 139745834175232 [Note] /usr/local/mysql/bin/mysqld: Shutdown complete 

170317 04:10:07 mysqld_safe mysqld from pid file /var/lib/mysql/tmp/mysql.pid ended 
170317 04:10:07 mysqld_safe Starting mysqld daemon with databases from /var/lib/mysql/data 
2017-03-17  4:10:08 140128028125056 [Note] /usr/local/mysql/bin/mysqld (mysqld 10.1.22-MariaDB) starting as process 2339 ... 
2017-03-17  4:10:08 140128028125056 [Note] Plugin 'InnoDB' is disabled. 
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2017-03-17  4:10:08 140128028125056 [Note] Plugin 'FEEDBACK' is disabled. 
2017-03-17  4:10:08 140128028125056 [Note] Server socket created on IP: '::'. 
2017-03-17  4:10:08 140128028125056 [Note] /usr/local/mysql/bin/mysqld: ready for connections. 
Version: '10.1.22-MariaDB'  socket: '/tmp/mysql.sock'  port: 3306  MariaDB Server 
2017-03-17  4:10:08 140128027204352 [Note] Slave SQL thread initialized, starting replication in log 'log-bin.000268' at position 
42885063, relay log '/var/lib/mysql/replication/relay-bin.000001' position: 4; GTID position '0-110-1245357180' 
2017-03-17  4:10:08 140128027507456 [Note] Slave I/O thread: connected to master 'user@10.0.0.1:3306',replication starts at GTID 

Then I force a recount and it's good again.

Comment by George O. Lorch III [ 23/Mar/17 ]

We have not been able to reproduce any fashion of this under the latest fix with Percona Server. We'll need more info, what are your tokudb .cnf
options, do you use any loosening of unique constraints such as UNIQUE_CHECKS=0? What is the table and index structure and what is the workload
of inserts/deletes/updates, etc...

I assume that MariaDB has taken in the full fix which includes the changes to PerconaFT. I don't see this as related to any MariaDB server side
problems but anything is possible.

Comment by Phil Sweeney [ 29/Mar/17 ]

George O. Lorch III I think perhaps we should park this one until the general row counting issues are sorted. On these tables I'm also just generally
experiencing the row count drop to zero gradually over time until I am forced to do the recount rows operation.

I see this launchpad bug got closed: https://bugs.launchpad.net/percona-server/+bug/1651844

But a couple of us have called out continuing issues in the comments. Do you need another ticket raised somewhere to continue the investigation?

We're not using UNIQUE_CHECKS=0.

This is the table I have the most trouble with (redacted a bit):

CREATE TABLE `rs` 
( 
`a` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT, 
`b` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL, 
`c` varchar(100) NOT NULL, 
`d` varchar(100) NOT NULL, 
`e` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL, 
`f` int(10) unsigned NOT NULL, 
`g` int(10) unsigned DEFAULT NULL, 
`h` varchar(500) NOT NULL, 
`i` datetime NOT NULL, 
`j` datetime NOT NULL, 
`k` smallint(5) unsigned NOT NULL DEFAULT '0', 
PRIMARY KEY (`a`), 
UNIQUE KEY `c` (`b`,`c`), 
KEY `e` (`e`), 
KEY `zz` (`j`) `CLUSTERING`=yes 
)  
ENGINE=TokuDB AUTO_INCREMENT=372797583 DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 `compression`=tokudb_snappy;

For the previous 24 hours (taking some stats from newrelic):

delete: 72 
select: 19,200 
insert: 233,000 
update: 515,000

Pretty much every day I have to recount this table on at least one of my slaves. I think it happens more on the slaves than the master too - which is
interesting. That said, the slaves are more likely to get restarted (especially the one that triggered this jira issue - as it is restarted at 4am daily for a
consistent disk snapshot).

tokudb .cnf options:

tokudb_directio = 0 
tokudb_cache_size = 512M # this is a small backup slave 
tokudb_analyze_in_background = 1 
tokudb_auto_analyze = 30 
tokudb_dir_per_db = 1

Thanks.

Comment by George O. Lorch III [ 29/Mar/17 ]

Hello Phil, 
Thanks for the information, so far, nothing looks outside of what we have tested except for maybe the very small cache size.
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The launchpad issue was closed as the specific cause to that issue was reproduced, fixed and validated. If there are other causes, then we need to
narrow to the case where it happens so I can reproduce and fix. There was another issue somewhat related to row counting but was not an inaccurate
row count on the PK. TokuDB was returning an inaccurate row count estimate to the optimizer for a 'records_in_range' call on different indexes, which
resulted in the optimizer choosing a sub-optimal query plan.

A few more questions on your workload:

Are your inserts unique inserts or do you make use of insert ignore, insert on duplicate key, or replace into?
Are your updates simple updates to non key data or do you have updates that update the PK, which then really makes them a delete && insert.

I also see that you have a clustering index. This shouldn't play into this as the row count comes from the PK, but this is the first time I have seen
clustering index associated with this problem.

I also want to be sure that the tokudb_* options you listed above are all options you have set, no read free replication or any other such feature in play
here.

Thanks

Comment by George O. Lorch III [ 29/Mar/17 ]

Another thing, I can not see a simple restart causing row counts to reset to 0. This data is persisted in the Fractal Tree headers and is saved with each
checkpoint, with a final checkpoint occurring during the shutdown process. I believe it is as you described that the value is probably dropping during use
and the restart might just be a coincidental observation. Not sure though a lot can happen or go off during startup/shutdown.

There is a way to view this persisted value when the server is down by using the tokuftdump tool that should be installed alongside you mysqld and
other binaries. You need to use it in interactive mode:

./bin/tokuftdump --interactive ./data/tokudb.directory  
ftdump>header 
ft: 
 layout_version=29 
 layout_version_original=29 
 layout_version_read_from_disk=29 
 build_id=0 
 build_id_original=0 
 time_of_creation=         1490139250    Tue Mar 21 16:34:10 2017 
 time_of_last_modification=1490374138    Fri Mar 24 09:48:58 2017 
 dirty=0 
 checkpoint_count=7 
 checkpoint_lsn=1266 
 nodesize=4194304 
 fanout=16 
 basementnodesize=131072 
 compression_method=1 
 unnamed_root=3 
 flags=4 
 descriptor size 0  
 estimated numrows=4 
 estimated numbytes=114 
 logical row count=2 

You can see the logical_row_count value there persisted within the FT header. Only the value from a tables PK is used for the tables row count (the
main data file for each TokuDB table).

Comment by Phil Sweeney [ 30/Mar/17 ]

I've rigged my restart script to log the tokuftdump info at various points - will report back.

As for workload, I've looked through the code and here are the updates:

Inserts are always 'on duplicate key update' 
Updates just update non-key data. 
Deletes should be very small amounts each time.

re: tokudb_ options.. no nothing fancy like RFR.. searched my my.cnf for tokudb but just as above.

An extra piece of info for you - the slave that tends to have the most trouble is running pt-slave-delay .. so the slave is regularly stopping/starting.

Comment by George O. Lorch III [ 30/Mar/17 ]

Thanks for the info Phil. I will set up a test that hits from these different angles and see if I can reproduce.

Comment by Phil Sweeney [ 30/Mar/17 ]

OK results are in from the overnight restart:

Last autoanalyze line: 
2017-03-30 21:48:58 140232908806912 [Note] TokuDB: Auto scheduling background analysis for ./log/rs, delta_activity 3558 is greater than 30 percent
of 11861 rows. - succeeded. 
2017-03-31 4:10:04 140232908806912 [Note] /usr/local/mysql/bin/mysqld: Normal shutdown
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2017-03-31 4:10:10 139665721071488 [Note] /usr/local/mysql/bin/mysqld: ready for connections. 
Version: '10.1.22-MariaDB' socket: '/tmp/mysql.sock' port: 3306 MariaDB Server
2017-03-31 4:10:10 139665720150784 [Note] TokuDB: Auto scheduling background analysis for ./log/rs, delta_activity 1 is greater than 30 percent of 0
rows. - succeeded.

JUST PRIOR to stop activity (server still running):

ft: 
layout_version=29 
layout_version_original=27 
layout_version_read_from_disk=29 
build_id=0 
build_id_original=0 
time_of_creation= 1432853072 Fri May 29 08:44:32 2015 
time_of_last_modification=1490874738 Thu Mar 30 21:52:18 2017 
dirty=0 
checkpoint_count=574758 
checkpoint_lsn=10942154785 
nodesize=4194304 
fanout=16 
basementnodesize=65536 
compression_method=7 
unnamed_root=5 
flags=0 
descriptor size 18 090000000100000401050000000104000000 
estimated numrows=22619767 
estimated numbytes=3869645 
logical row count=-14015

negative 14015 - interesting!

Same results after stopping, and post restart

Comment by George O. Lorch III [ 30/Mar/17 ]

OK, so this sounds like something is getting over corrected on the ODKU when messages are getting applied to leaf nodes.Very strange indeed as that
part of the code is relatively simple. I must have missed a path to undo the undo count on eviction.

I wonder, do you have any estimate of what percentage of your ODKU load is actual key collisions and not new inserts?

Comment by Phil Sweeney [ 30/Mar/17 ]

I may have to throw some instrumentation into that code to capture how many ODKU are updates.

Extra bit of info: the slave thread was stopped for several hours prior to the slave being restarted above (hence why the last auto analyze was 21:48
before restart at 4:10am). So no updates during that time. So somehow between 21:48 with ~11k rows, and 04:10 when it stopped it managed to lose
all of that without any updates really happening?

Comment by George O. Lorch III [ 30/Mar/17 ]

There are background threads that crawl around nodes in memory and other maintenance work, so just those 'visiting' the nodes might have some
impact.

I think I have a good idea on the test that might reproduce this. I just have to refresh my lua skills and get it started.

Comment by Phil Sweeney [ 19/Apr/17 ]

Just wanted to mention again that this almost NEVER happens on my master. The two things that are different about it are that it is a master, and that it
almost never gets restarted. The slaves on the other hand are obviously replicating, but also they get restarted fairly often (for backups, and because I
can fairly easily do it without impact). I feel like something is definitely going on related to this. I suppose if you find a bug related to ODKU etc, and that
is fixed, and we still have the issue, we will have to look at the restart/slave scenario more.

Comment by George O. Lorch III [ 19/Apr/17 ]

Thanks for the extra info Phil. The row counts are tallied and reported back up from the PerconaFT library which is ignorant of any concept of
replication. The only thing that I can think different with a slave is that the TokuDB layer is aware of when it is executing within the context of a slave
SQL thread and it is possible that maybe it is using different flags when inserting/updating/deleting into the PerconaFT library. If this were the case, it
could explain the difficulty or inability to easily reproduce on a stand alone master with the various described workloads.

To be honest, I have been swamped with other things and have not been able to give this the attention it deserves. When we return from Percona Live
next week I hope to go at this or get someone else to diagnose it.
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